About the Contributors

**John Wang** is a Professor in the Department of Management and Information Systems at Montclair State University (USA). Having received a scholarship award, he came to the USA and completed his PhD in operations research from Temple University. Due to his extraordinary contributions beyond a tenured full Professor, Dr. Wang has been honored with a special range adjustment in 2006. He has published over 100 refereed papers and six books. He has also developed several computer software programs based on his research findings. He is the Editor-in-Chief of *International Journal of Applied Management Science*, *International Journal of Information Systems and Supply Chain Management*, and the *International Journal of Information and Decision Sciences*. He is also the EIC for the *Advances in Information Systems and Supply Chain Management Book Series*. He has served as a guest editor and referee for many other highly prestigious journals. He has served as track chair and/or session chairman numerous times on the most prestigious international and national conferences. Also, he is an editorial advisory board member of the following publications: Intelligent Information Technologies: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications, End-User Computing: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications, Global Information Technologies: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications, Information Communication Technologies: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications, Multimedia Technologies: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications, Information Security and Ethics: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications, Electronic Commerce: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications, Electronic Government: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications, and other IGI Global titles. Furthermore, he is the editor of *Data Warehousing and Mining: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications* and the *Encyclopedia of Data Warehousing and Mining* 1st and 2nd editions. His long-term research goal is on the synergy of operations research, data mining, and cybernetics.

**Helaiel Almutairi** is Associate Professor of Public Administration and Information Systems at Kuwait University. He holds a BSc from Kuwait University, a MPM from Carnegie Mellon University, and a MSIS and PhD from Pennsylvania State University, U.S. His current research interests include end user computing, the impacts of information systems (IS), IS and leadership, and e-government. He has published several articles in Arabic journals, and the following international journals: *International Journal of Public Administration; International Journal of Management; Journal of Global Information Management; and the Journal of Information Systems.*
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**Alexey Babutski** graduated from the Department of Cybernetics at IATE in 2009, and started post-graduate work in IS. Main interests: development of distributed applications, GIS, MCDA, group decision-making support, Java.

**Elarbi Badidi** is an Assistant Professor of computer science at the College of Information Technology (CIT) of United Arab Emirates University. Before joining the CIT, he held the position of bioinformatics group leader at the Biochemistry Department, University of Montreal from 2001 to July 2004. He received a Ph.D. in computer science from University of Montreal, Québec (Canada). His research interests include Web services and Service Oriented Computing, Middleware, and Bioinformatics data and tools integration.

**Allyson M. Beall** is on the faculty at both Washington State University, Pullman WA and University of Idaho, Moscow ID and is the expert to the Education and Outreach lead for the Ecosystem Services Research Program for the USEPA National Center for Environmental Assessment. Her main research and consulting involves the use of participatory system dynamics modeling to facilitate groups through environmental problem definition, potential future scenarios and policy testing. She also designs educational models to help explain the relationships between scientific, social and policy concerns. Dr. Beall earned her Doctorate in Environmental and Natural Resource Science at Washington State University. In addition to her research she teaches environmental science and environmental assessment.

**Asmeret Bier** is a Postdoctoral Appointee in the Validation and Uncertainty Quantification Department at Sandia National Laboratories in Albuquerque, New Mexico. She recently obtained her PhD in Environmental and Natural Resource Sciences at Washington State University in Pullman, Washington, with a dissertation on System Dynamics Simulation of a Thermal Water Quality Trading Market. Her research interests include market-based environmental policies, system dynamics modeling, model validation, sensitivity analysis, and simulation games.

**William J. Chivers** completed his Science degree in 1979 and worked in the IT industry and as a teacher of IT in technical colleges before returning to academia as a lecturer in IT. He has a research-based Masters in IT and is completing a PhD in Computer-Based Modelling of Complex Systems.

**Brent Chrite** is currently the Dean of the School of Business at Montclair State University and Professor of Management and International Business. Prior to arriving to MSU, Dr. Chrite was the Gemelli Faculty Fellow and Associate Dean for graduate programs at the Eller College of Management at the University of Arizona. Dr. Chrite also spent 14 years at the University of Michigan, most recently as the Director of the School’s flagship research and outreach institute, the William Davidson Institute, focusing on the transformation of transition and emerging market economies. Dr. Chrite has been actively involved in academic leadership, research, teaching and technical assistance engagements in emerging and transition markets around the world. He has worked extensively with business leaders, policy makers and entrepreneurs in an effort to harness the energy and the dynamism of the private sector toward the alleviation of poverty and the investment in human capital. Dr. Chrite has lead research and development projects in dozens of countries in sub Saharan Africa, the Middle East, Central Asia, Central and Eastern Europe and Russia. Dean Chrite completed his undergraduate work at Michigan State University, his MS at the University of Missouri-Columbia, and his PhD at the University of Michigan.
Wilhelm Claupein is Professor for Plant Production at the Universität Hohenheim, Germany. He did his Ph.D at the Institute for Plant Production and Plant Breeding at the University of Giessen, Germany, and his Habilitation at the University of Göttingen, Germany, was assistant lecturer and lecturer at the Institute for Plant Production and Plant Breeding of the University of Göttingen and Professor for Plant Production at the Institute for Plant Production and Plant Breeding of the Agricultural University Wien, Austria. Between 2002 and 2005, he was executive director of the German Crop Science Society and is since 2005 a member of the board. His major research topics include crop production and cropping systems, soil cultivation systems, concepts for cultivation and traceability of genetically modified organisms, precision agriculture, organic farming, bioenergy, agro-forestry, and sustainable agriculture in the North China Plain.

Sándor Csányi is the Director of the Institute for Wildlife Conservation, Szent István University, Gödöllő, Hungary. He graduated as an agricultural engineer (MSc) at the Gödöllő University of Agricultural Sciences in 1983 and received his Ph.D. degree from the Hungarian Academy of Sciences in 1994. His most important research interests cover the population dynamics of cervids, modeling game population dynamics, and international systems of wildlife conservation and management. He started to work on the National Game Management Database in 1993 and since then is the leader of the program. He was also leading the development of the 24 game management regions of Hungary, and the 3-level planning system of game management introduced in 1997. Sándor Csányi has published >300 papers and wrote several chapters in Hungarian and international books on wildlife management and conservation, including a wildlife biology textbook used in wildlife management programs.

Tugrul Daim is an Associate Professor of Engineering and Technology Management at Portland State University. He is published in many journals including “Technology in Society”, “Technology Forecasting and Social Change”, “Int’l J of Innovation and Technology Management”, “Technology Analysis and Strategic Management”, and “Technovation”. Dr. Daim received his BS in Mechanical Engineering from Bogazici University in Turkey, MS in Mechanical Engineering from Lehigh University in Pennsylvania, another MS in Engineering Management from Portland State University and a Ph.D. in Systems Science-Engineering Management from Portland State University.

Vladimir Didenko is the head of the Information Technology Lab at IATE. He graduated from Department of Cybernetics at IATE, did post-graduate work there on software development for risk analysis and risk-based landuse management, GIS and MCDA tool development and implementation. Main interests: distributed computer systems, GIS, spatial decision support systems, risks analysis.

Kevin E. Dow is an assistant professor of accounting at the University of Alaska, Anchorage. He received his PhD from the University of South Carolina. His research lies at the intersection of information systems and accounting and focuses on the design and use of accounting information for managing costs and evaluating business value. His papers have appeared in journals including The International Journal of Accounting Information Systems; the European Journal of Information Systems, Information Systems Research, Database for Advances in Information Systems, the International Journal of eCollaboration, the Journal of Emerging Technologies in Accounting, the Journal of Computer Information Systems, Management Accounting Quarterly, and in both national and international conference proceedings.
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**Larbi Esmahi** is an associate professor of the school of computing and information systems at Athabasca University. He was the graduate program coordinator at the same school during 2002-2005. He holds a PhD in electrical engineering from Ecole Polytechnique, University of Montreal. His current research interests are in e-services, e-commerce, multiagent systems, and intelligent systems. He is member of the editorial board of many journals on the field of e-services and intelligent systems (IJISSC, IJISSS, IJAIS, JETWI, IJESMA, JDET, IJWLTT, and TKJSE). He is also member of the editorial advisory board of the Advances in Web-Based Learning Book Series, IGI Global. His articles appeared in the Journal of Electronic Commerce in Organizations, International Journal of Web-Based Learning and Teaching Technologies and the International Journal on Web Services Practices. He also published several book chapters and conference papers.

**Rolf Färe** is Professor in the Departments of Economics and Agricultural and Resource Economics at Oregon State University, Corvallis, Oregon, USA. He received a Docent in Economics from the University of Lund in 1976. His research interests include efficiency and productivity measurement, production theory, and environmental economics. He has published papers in Econometrica, Journal of Econometrics, Review of Economics and Statistics, and the American Economic Review and is the author and editor of twelve books.

**Kay Fielden** is Professor of Computing in the Department of Computing at Unitec Institute of Technology. She mentors staff research, supervises postgraduate students and teaches postgraduate research methods. Her research interests are grounded in conceptual modelling, qualitative research and systems thinking in human activity systems and research projects are most commonly conducted in the context of social informatics. Professor Fielden has a multidisciplinary background in mathematics, computer science and social ecology.

**Andrew Ford** is Professor of Environmental Science at Washington State University. His previous appointments have been in the Systems Management Department at the University of Southern California and the Energy Policy Group at the Los Alamos National Laboratory. His main research and consulting involve the use of computer simulation to support policy formulation on energy and the environmental problems. Dr. Ford earned his Doctorate from the Public Policy and Technology Program at Dartmouth College. He currently teaches modeling with an emphasis on energy and environmental problems in the western USA. He is the author of the Island Press text on *Modeling the Environment*. He uses the system dynamics approach to modeling and is the recipient of the Jay W. Forrester Award for the outstanding contribution to the field of system dynamics.

**Hirofumi Fukuyama** is Professor of Operations Research at the Faculty of Commerce in Fukuoka University, Japan. He received a Ph.D. in Economics from Southern Illinois University at Carbondale in 1988. Professor Fukuyama’s research interest includes efficiency/productivity measurement in financial services industry, theory and applications of data envelopment analysis, Japanese economy and Japanese management. His work has appeared or is forthcoming in refereed journals on operations research, finance and economics. Such journals include European Journal of Operational Research, International Journal of Information Technology and Decision Making, Journal of Productivity Analysis, Journal of the
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Simone Graeff-Hönninger was awarded for her Ph.D. thesis in plant nutrition from the Deutsche Maiskomitee (DMK) and had a fellowship of the Hessische Wissenschaftliche Nachwuchsförderung. After being a scientific coordinator of field trials and field research at Agrostat GmbH and a visiting scientist at the Department of Agricultural and Biological Engineering, Mississippi State University, USA, she completed her Habilitation at Universität Hohenheim, Germany, within her research topic precision agriculture and crop simulation modeling. As apl. Professor at the Institute of Crop Production and Grassland Research at the Universität Hohenheim, her research employs a systems approach to develop, test and improve genetic, physiological, nutrient and pest representation in crop growth simulation models for different spatial scales, and develop decision support systems. She has a research collaboration with the Mississippi State University, USA, on crop model development and improvement and is a member of an international effort to maintain, improve and conduct international validation of the CERES/CROPGRO models. Simone has a Science degree in physics and mathematics, an Arts degree in modern languages, a Computer Science diploma, and a Master of Mathematics degree. He lectures in IT, and his principal research interest is in computing education.

Sergei V. Gritsusik graduated from department of cybernetics at IATE, and is currently doing postgraduate work in Information Systematics (IS). Main interests: distributed applications development, MCDA, MODM, decision support systems, Java.

Gary Hackbarth is an Assistant Professor of Management Information Systems at Northern Kentucky University. He holds a Ph.D. from the University of South Carolina. His teaching, research, and consulting areas of interest include Project Management, Health Informatics, Information System Strategy, and Organizational Memory. He has published in the European Journal of Information Systems, Information & Management, Database for Advances in Information Systems, Information Systems Management, Journal of Web-Based Learning and Teaching Technologies, Journal of Electronic Commerce Research, the Financial Times, and in both national and international conference proceedings.

Raija Halonen currently acts as a Postdoctoral Fellow in the Centre for Innovation & Structural Change, National University of Ireland, Galway, Ireland. She received her Ph.D. in the Department of Information Processing Science, University of Oulu, Finland. Her main research interests are in information systems, and lately she has made research on knowledge management. Her background is in industry where she started her IS career with an IS implementation for factory workers. After that, she has worked both in the public sector and in private IT enterprises with information systems. Later, after entering into academia, due to her versatile working experiences, her interests have focused on social dynamics in information system projects. Despite her short academic career she has participated in several conferences giving presentations and chairing sessions. She has published her research in journals and conferences and gained good results in supervising graduate students.
Ric D. Herbert received his Honours degree in Economics from Macquarie University in 1974 and his Graduate Diploma in Computing Studies from the University of Canberra in 1978. After working in the IT industry, he returned to academia and studied a Master of Science and Computing in 1994, then went on to complete a PhD in Computer Science in 1998. He is currently an academic at the University of Newcastle and his research interests are in economics-based applications of computing.

Leslie S. Hiraoka is a Professor of Management at Kean University and is the author of Underwriting the Internet: How Technical Advances, Financial Engineering, and Entrepreneurial Genius Are Building the Information Highway (2005) and Global Alliances in the Motor Vehicle Industry (2001). He was awarded the Shigeo Shingo Prize for his research on Japanese auto transplants in the USA. He was an AACSBS Federal Faculty Fellow at the U.S. Department of Commerce in Washington, D.C. and a contributor to Wiley Interscience’s Encyclopedia of Electrical and Electronics Engineering (1999). He has a Doctorate of Engineering Science from Columbia University and an MBA from Rutgers University.

Jeffrey Hsu is an Associate Professor of Information Systems at the Silberman College of Business, Fairleigh Dickinson University. He is the author of numerous papers, chapters, and books, and has previous business experience in the software, telecommunications, and financial industries. His research interests include human-computer interaction, e-commerce, IS education, and mobile/ubiquitous computing. He is Managing Editor of International Journal of Data Analysis and Information Systems (IUDAIS), Associate Editor of the International Journal of Information and Communication Technology Education (IJICTE), and is on the editorial board of several other journals. Dr. Hsu received his Ph.D. in Information Systems from Rutgers University, a M.S. in Computer Science from the New Jersey Institute of Technology, and an M.B.A. from the Rutgers Graduate School of Management.

W. Roy Johnson is currently an Associate Professor of Management at Iowa State University. He received his Ph.D. degree in Industrial/Organizational Psychology from Bowling Green State University. He has published in journals such as Journal of Psychology, Journal of Social Behavior and Personality, Journal of Applied Social Psychology, Journal of Collective Negotiations, and the Journal of Counseling Psychology.

Nerantzis Kazakis received his MSc in Environmental Hydrogeology from Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, Greece in 2007. He is preparing his PhD thesis in Hydrogeology and has participated in many research projects.

Heike Knörzer has a degree in Letters and History at the Technische Universität Darmstadt, Germany, with special regard to agricultural history, and worked as a journalist. After her Master degree at the Universität Hohenheim, Germany, in Crop Production with the topics plant breeding and minimum tillage systems, she got a scholarship from the German Research Foundation (DFG) and the Chinese Ministry of Education. Within the International Research Training Group “Sustainable Resource Use in the North China Plain” she is doing her Ph.D. on design, modeling and evaluation of improved cropping strategies and multi-level interactions in mixed cropping systems.
Witaya Krajaysri is a lecturer and director of Master of Business Administration in Logistics and Supply Chain Management Program at School of Management, Mae Fah Luang University in Chiang Rai, Thailand. He obtained Doctor of Business Administration from University of South Australia. His research interests in logistics and supply chain management. He published his articles such as Strategic Outsourcing of Logistics Services in Chulalongkorn Review. He also taught several subjects at Mae Fah Luang University such as Business Logistics Management, Business Research, Strategic Management, Strategy and Supply Chain Management, Business Finance, Business Management, Business Policy, Business Venture and Entrepreneurship, Post harvest Operation and Marketing, Principles of Business and Finance and Introduction to Logistics and Supply Chain Management etc. He also experienced in working as Logistics and Operations Manager with International Company like APL Logistics, Hoechst and, Clariant etc.

Elisa Laukkanen, M.Sc. currently acts as an Information Systems Designer in the IT Administration Services department, University of Oulu, Oulu, Finland. She has received her master’s degree in the Department of Information Processing Science, University of Oulu, Finland. Her main research interests are in information systems, and especially research on knowledge management. She has done IT development, design and maintenance work and acted as a teacher in the public sector. Nowadays she is working as a Technical Line Manager in an IS implementation project. Through her duties, her research interests are focused on social dynamics of transferring knowledge in the work community.

Róbert Lehoczki is a Junior Assistant Professor in the Institute for Wildlife Conservation, Szent István University, Gödöllő, Hungary. He received an MSc in agricultural and environmental management from the Szent István University and two postgraduate degrees, one in wildlife management from Szent István University and another in applied geoinformatics from the Budapest University of Technology and Economics, Hungary. He has been working in the National Game Management Database since 1997. His research interests include geographical information system applications in wildlife management practices and studies on roe deer space use and antler development, focusing on the effects of environmental factors.

Allan J. Lichtman is a Professor of History at American University in Washington, DC, USA. His research interests include American politics, quantitative methods, and political prediction. His seven books include Your Family History, Prejudice and the Old Politics: The Presidential Election of 1928, Ecological Inference, and The Thirteen Keys to the Presidency. The Keys system correctly predicted the popular vote outcome in every presidential election from 1984 to 2008. His latest books are The Keys to the White House, 2008 Edition and White Protestant Nation: The Rise of the American Conservative Movement, which was a finalist for the National Book Critics Circle Award in non-fiction. He has published more than 200 scholarly and op-ed articles that have appeared in such publications as the American Historical Review, the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, the Journal of Law and Politics, the Journal of Legal Studies, the International Journal of Forecasting, the New York Times, the Washington Post, and the Los Angeles Times.
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Igor Linkov is the Risk and Decision Science Focus Area lead with the US Army Engineer Research and Development Center, and Adjunct Professor of Engineering and Public Policy at Carnegie Mellon University. The Governor of Massachusetts has appointed Dr. Linkov to serve as a Scientific Advisor to the Toxic Use Reduction Institute. He is the recipient of the 2005 SRA Chauncey Starr Award for exceptional contribution to Risk Analysis. Main interests: ecological and human health risk assessment, risk management.

Timothy M. Lynar received his Honours degree in Information Technology from the University of Newcastle in 2007. He is currently a PhD candidate at the University of Newcastle studying Grid Resource Allocation for E-waste Resources.

Zisis Mallios is a Research Associate at the Department of Civil Engineering, Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, Greece. He obtained his Ph.D degree in Environmental and Resource Economics from Aristotle University of Thessaloniki. His research interests are environmental economics, and water resources management. He presented his research at international conferences, like Protection and Restoration of the Environment and International Conference on Environmental Science and Technology. His articles appeared in the “Water, Air & Soil Pollution: Focus” and “Global Nest Journal”.

Oleg A. Mirzeabassov is a senior lecturer in the IS Department at IATE. He graduated from and did post-graduate work at MEPiJ. He formerly worked at the Russian Institute of Agricultural Radiology and Argoecology (RIARAE) in the Mathematical modeling and Computer Systems lab, and at the IATE. Main interests: distributed computer systems, math modeling, distributed calculations, GIS, spatial decision support systems.

H.S. Ram Mohan is Professor of Meteorology in the School of Marine Sciences, Cochin University of Science and Technology, Cochin, Kerala, India. He is currently the Director and Dean of the faculty of Marine Sciences. He has 32 years of teaching and research experience. His present research interests include agricultural meteorology, hydrometeorology, and climate change impacts. He has more than 60 research publications and is the Editor in chief of the Journal of Marine and Atmospheric Research. He has guided 12 students for their doctoral degrees.

Bettina U. Müller is a Ph.D. student at the Institute of Crop Production and Grassland, Bioinformatics Unit, at the Universität Hohenheim, Germany. She obtained her Master degree in Agriculture at the University of Göttingen, Germany, and her Diploma degree in Bioinformatics at the University of Applied Sciences Weihenstephan, Germany.

Ramin Neshati is a manager of technology architecture and planning at Intel Corporation with more than 26 years of experience in the development and marketing of innovative technologies. He worked for Xerox Corporation, Dell and S3 before joining Intel in 1998. Ramin has served as director on the PCI-SIG board since 1999. He holds several degrees, including BS in Computer Science from Washington State University, MS in Computer Science from the University of Idaho and MBA from Pepperdine University. Currently he is pursuing a doctoral degree in Engineering and Technology Management at Portland State University.
Jason Papathanasiou holds a Ph.D. in Operational Research and Informatics and a degree in Physics, both from the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, Greece. He is currently a full time lecturer in the department of Marketing and Operations Management, in the University of Macedonia, Greece. He has worked for a number of years as an external lecturer at the Technical Institute of Technology in Thessaloniki and the University of Western Macedonia and has organised and participated in a number of scientific conferences and workshops. He has conducted research in more than 10 National and EU funded projects such as the “Transactional Environmental Support System (TESS, FP7)”, “Governance and Ecosystems Management for Conservation of Biodiversity (GEM-CON-BIO, FP6)”, “Assessing the multiple Impacts of the Common Agricultural Policies (CAP) on Rural Economies (CAP-IRE, FP7)”. He has a more than 40 papers published in international scientific journals and conferences and speaks Greek and English.

Irina Pichugina is a senior lecturer in the IS Department at IATE. She graduated from MSU under the Mechanics and Mathematics faculty, and completed post-graduate work in Hydrodynamics at MSU. She formerly at the RIARAE and at the IATE. Main interests: GIS, Databases, development and implementation of Spatial Decision Support Systems.

Hans-Peter Piepho is Professor of Bioinformatics at the Universität Hohenheim, Stuttgart Germany. He has a Ph.D. in Plant Breeding from Universität Kiel. His current research revolves around the used of mixed modeling for biological data from the plant sciences, including field trials and genomic data. His articles appeared in applied statistics journals as well as journals related to the plant sciences, mostly plant breeding and agronomy.

Maurizio Polemio is a scientist - CNR researcher - of the Research Institute for the Hydrogeological Protection (IRPI) of the National Research Council (CNR - IRPI) and the person in charge of IRPI-Bari. During his scientific activity, he has tackled water-related phenomena pertaining to Engineering Geology, Hydrogeology and to hydrogeological hazards as groundwater resources degradation and damaging events due to floods and landslides triggered by rainfall. He has maturated editorial experience; at the present he is member of Scientific Committee of the “Acque sotterranee” (Groundwater), and of the Editorial Board of “Quaderni di Geologia Applicata” (Engineer Geology Journal). He has joined a number of research projects, very often as scientific person in charge of the project. He is the person in charge of the scientific-technical Secretary of the International Hydrological Programme (IHP) of UNESCO. He has published more than 120 papers. He was entrusted with University teaching of Engineering Geology and Hydrogeology (Temporary Professor of Calabria University).

Angelo Sifaleras is a researcher at the Department of Technology Management, University of Macedonia, Greece, Naousa. He received his Bachelor of Science degree in Mathematics from the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, Greece and a PhD degree from the Applied Informatics Department, University of Macedonia, Greece. His primary research interests are in Operations Research, Combinatorial Optimization, Experimental Evaluation of Algorithm Performance and Algorithm Visualization. He is a professional member of INFORMS, EURO/ECCO and SIAM. He has participated as a Guest Co-Editor in a special issue of Operational research. An international Journal, and also as a member of the organizing committee of the 18th Pan-Hellenic Operational Research Conference. He has conducted research.
in many National and EU funded projects and he also has a number of papers published in international conferences and international scientific journals like the Computers & Operations Research, INFORMS Transactions on Education, Computer Applications in Engineering Education, International Journal of Computers Mathematics, and Yugoslav Journal of Operations Research.

**Krisztina Sonkoly** is a Junior Assistant Professor in the Institute for Wildlife Conservation, Szent István University, Gödöllő, Hungary. She received an MSc in agricultural management from the Szent István University. She has been working in the National Game Management Database since 2003. Her research interests include game feeding, game field cultivation and studies on roe deer antler development, focusing on the effects of environmental factors.

**N. Subash** is Scientist of Agricultural Meteorology at the Division of Crop Research, ICAR Research Complex for Eastern Region, Patna, Bihar, India. He obtained his master’s degree in Meteorology from Cochin University of Science and Technology. His present research interests include climate change adaptation strategies, crop-weather relationships, crop growth simulation modeling, agro-climatological analysis, remote Sensing and GIS for drought assessment, drought climatology and resource conservation technologies. He presented his research work at several international/national conferences and published 11 research articles in international/ national peer reviewed journals. He has also worked as Database Administrator of the Indo-Gangetic Coordination Unit of the CGIAR Challenge Program on Water and Food. He has undergone training in the field of crop growth simulation modelling. He has developed several computer programs in FORTRAN for meteorological and climatological analysis.

**Terry Sullivan** is the deputy division head of the Environmental Research Division at Brookhaven National Laboratory where he has worked since receiving his Ph.D. from the University of Illinois in 1983. He is currently the principal investigator on a DOE program, in collaboration with scientists from the former Soviet Union, to develop support tools for remediation decisions to support future land use. Main interests: estimation of the fate and transport of environmental contaminants in the air, subsurface, and sediments, human and ecological risk assessments, environmental remediation decisions.

**Heli Thomander**, M.Sc. has been working in an organization that offers adult and vocational schooling. She has acted as an educator and a designer for ten years. Prior to that, she used to work both in private and public sector in tasks related to user support and information systems development. She is interested in implementing information processing studies in diverse ways and especially in using virtual learning environment in offering distant learning and services that support studies. In addition, she is interested in challenges connected to educating users in information systems and software. She has experiences in adult learning as she lately finished her master’ studies in information processing sciences. She is also a professional teacher.

**Alexander Tkachuk** is an environmental project engineer in the Department of Civil & Environmental Engineering at Carnegie Mellon University in Pittsburgh PA. He graduated from Department of Cybernetics at IATE, and completed post-graduate work there. His experience includes development of software for risk assessment and decision making, business processes support, and power plant staff training. Main interests: ecological risk assessment and decision analysis concerning new materials and threats.
Slipenkaya Valeriya is an engineer in the IS Department at IATE. He graduated from department of Cybernetics in 2006. Main interests: distributed computer systems, GIS, Java.

Konstantinos Voudouris is an Assistant Professor at the Department of Geology, Laboratory of Engineering Geology & Hydrogeology, Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, Greece. He received his Bachelor of Science degree in Geology and Mathematics from the University of Patras, Greece and a PhD degree from the Department of Geology, University of Patras, Greece. His primary research interests are in Field Hydrogeology, Groundwater Management, Groundwater Quality, Aquifer Vulnerability and Environmental Hydrogeology. He is a professional member of International Association of Hydrogeologists (IAH), Hellenic Committee of Hydrogeology and European Water Resources Association (EWRA). He has conducted research in many national and EU funded projects and he also has a number of papers published in the proceedings of international conferences and international scientific journals.

Yawwei Wang is currently an Assistant Professor in the Department of Marketing at Montclair State University, NJ. She holds a Ph.D. in Recreation & Tourism from Clemson University, SC. Her research focuses on travel and tourism - with emphasis on mature tourism and aging issues. Her teaching interests include introduction to marketing, introduction to leisure & tourism, behavioral concepts in leisure & tourism, research methods in leisure & tourism. Prior to joining Montclair State University, Yawei worked with the Gerontology Research Interdisciplinary Team in the College of Health Education & Human Development at Clemson, SC.

Hongmei Wang received her Ph.D. degree in Information Sciences and Technology from the Pennsylvania State University, University Park, USA, in 2007, the M.S. degree in Cartography and Remote Sensing from Chinese Academy of Science, P. R. China, in 1997, and the B. E degree in Geoscience from Changchun College of Geology, P. R. China, in 1994. Since August 2008, she has with Northern Kentucky University as an Assistant Professor in the Department of Computer Science. Her major responsibilities at NKU focus on teaching GIS related courses and conducting GIS related research in three departments, including Geography, Political Science and Criminal Justice, and Computer Science. Her major research interests lie in GIS, Human-Computer Interaction, Artificial Intelligence, and database.

William L. Weber is Professor in the Department of Economics and Finance at Southeast Missouri State University, Cape Girardeau, Missouri, USA. He received a Ph.D. in Economics of Southern Illinois University in 1986. He has published papers in Journal of Econometrics, Review of Economics and Statistics, and Management Science. His research interests include efficiency and productivity measurement with applications in financial institutions, educational institutions, and manufacturing.

Boris Yatsalo is the head of the Information Systems Department at the Obninsk State University (IATE), and a Member of Russian Academy of Natural Sciences. He graduated from Moscow State University (MSU) in Mechanics and Mathematics, and completed post-graduate work in Optimal Control at MSU. He worked at the Russian Institute of Agricultural Radiology and Agroecology, Obninsk before his current position. Main interests: Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA), Decision Support Systems, GIS, Math modeling, Risk Analysis, Cost-Benefit Analysis, restoration and sustainable development of contaminated territories.
Bin Zhou is an Assistant Professor in the College of Business and Public Administration, Kean University, USA. He obtained his Ph.D. and MBA degrees in Management Science and Supply Chain Management from Rutgers Business School, Rutgers University. His research interests include theory and application of supply chain management, operations strategy, logistics and transportation, production and inventory systems, and information technology. His research work has appeared in International Journal of Production Economics, European Journal of Operational Research, International Journal of Systems Science, among others. Professor Zhou also serves in the editorial board of International Journal of Information Systems and Social Change.